
Technical data AccessoriesVariants

45° skive cut type W5PS-SK
75° Butt cut type W5PS-BU

 ∙ For shaft diameter up to 80 mm 
with W5PS-SK and 110 mm with 
W5PS-BU

 ∙ With extension W5PS-V-SK to 
200 mm and  W5PS-V-BU to 
250 mm shaft diameter

 ∙ Scale: in inches and mm
 ∙ Packing sizes: from 3 to 25 mm
 ∙ Spare parts available

Characteristics
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All technical information and advice is based on our experience and will be given most conscientiously but without any liability. 

Indication and figures are for guidance only and need  to be examined by the user. All sizes are subject to manufacturing tolerances. We reserve the right to modify specifications at any time. 

Please note that the technical values cannot be used all at the same time in their maximum values.

ProPack AG
Rudolf-Diesel-Ring 28 . 82054 Sauerlach

Fon ++49 (0) 8104 6640 0 . Fax ++49 (0) 8104 6640 44
propack@propack.ag 

W5/PS Packing Cutter
Special tool for Stuffing Box Packing cutting. Compact and wear resistant tool made of aluminium.
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 ∙ The device uses the packing dimension and the shaft diameter to determine the approximate cut length.  
After cutting and fitting the first ring, it may be necessary to adjust the length setting on the blank. This depends 
on the hardness of the packing. 
There should be a slight excess length, which builds up pressure at the cut ends when the packing is installed and 
places the ring firmly against the stuffing box wall.)

 ∙ Time saving
 ∙ Repeatable results
 ∙ Reduced waste
 ∙ Suitable as well for Trapez-Pack

 ∙ Extension W5PS-V-SK
 ∙ Extension W5PS-V-BU
 ∙ Spare knife


